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ABSTRACT
With the development of Internet and mobile devices, social network services (SNS) have become an
indispensable part of people's daily lives, and with the popularity of SNS, users have also changed their
ways of communication. However, online text communication between people lacks nonverbal cues,
which often leads to misunderstandings or ambiguity. Emoji, a common language in the digital age, is
often used not only in communication between different social network systems, operating systems and
languages, but also by the users of SNS as the first choice for non-speech communication. This study
used the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (UTAUT) to find out and verify the factors affecting the use of emoji in social service
networks. In this study, 422, 153 and 158 valid samples were collected from Taiwan, Japan and Korea,
respectively, and were analyzed by AMOS 21 and PLS (partial least squares). The results showed that
the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, subjective norms, perceived playfulness and fashion
involvement of the Taiwanese samples had a positive impact on usage intention. For the Japanese
samples, only perceived usefulness, subjective norms and perceived playfulness had positive effects on
usage intention; for the Korean samples, only subjective norms and perceived playfulness had a
positive effect on usage intention.
Keywords: Emoji; SNS; Cross-cultural research

1.

Introduction

In the digital communication era, people can
easily express their creativity and feelings in
different ways. The development of social
network services (SNS) has driven such
phenomena and given users novel ways to
communicate with others. In practice, attention
should be paid to the use of emoticons (e.g.,
kaomoji, emoji, stickers, etc.) when using SNS,
because these symbols can help users depict and
convey facial expressions and gestures when
communicating
online.
Compared
with
face-to-face communication (F2F), online
communication lacks nonverbal cues that can
prevent misunderstandings (e.g., body language
or facial expression communication, etc.), which
can easily cause ambiguity or misunderstandings
(Daft & Lengel, 1984; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986).
However, we can also use images to assist users
to clearly express their emotional state and
complete context in communication. Through
these cues, individuals can overcome the
ambiguity of text messages and improve the
quality of communication.
This study focused on the factors that affect

users' intention to use emoji in SNS. Emoji is
different from kaomoji/emoticons, as it conveys
the mood by combining images with colors.
Emoji is a popular language that originated in
Japan. It is a combination of
, e and
,
which is pronounced as moji in Japanese, and
which can be understood as meaning "writing
that looks like painting". It was first used to let
other parties know more about meaning and
emotion in the process of communication. Later,
computers began to recognize it as a form of text,
thus making it a new form of written
communication.
SNS has become a global trend, and its use has
mushroomed (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). The
subjects discussed in this study were from
Taiwan, Japan and Korea, all of which are
countries with a high proportion of network
development, mobile device ownership rates,
and SNS usage, etc. (National Development
Council, 2019; Ministry of Science and ICT,
2019; Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications, 2020). It has also been
pointed out that with network development, the
high usage rate of mobile devices and
community services will promote the use of
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SNS and indirectly improve the use of nonverbal
cues, such as emoji, kaomoji and stickers (Kato,
2018). Some studies have also shown that the
use of emoji in SNS has become increasingly
frequent (Kato, 2019) and has been evaluated as
being attractive, positive, creative and
meaningful (Kitamura & Sato, 2009;
Kuribayashi, 2010). Therefore, the intention of
using emoji in SNS should be discussed.
However, there are few researches on users'
intention to use emoji in SNS, and there are not
many related researches on factors that affect
users' intention to use emoji. Therefore, this
study intended to fill the gaps in the literature by
exploring the behavioral intention of using
emoji in SNS.
This study adopted the technology acceptance
model (TAM) proposed by Davis (1986) and the
unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (UTAUT) developed by Venkatesh
et al. (2003), which is based on the TAM. These
two models are often used to explain and predict
users' patterns in receiving information systems
and to explore the behavioral intention of using
emoji in SNS. In this study, three variables of
TAM (perceived usefulness, PU; perceived ease
of use, PEOU; and subjective norms, SN), one
variable of UTAUT (behavioral intention, BI),
perceived playfulness (PP), and fashion
involvement (FI) were introduced to establish
the whole research model. This study aimed to
explore and compare whether the perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, subjective
norms, perceived playfulness, and fashion
involvement of users in Taiwan, Japan, and
Korea related to using emoji would affect their
usage intention, and the results could be used as
a reference for the future research on emoji
services in SNS.

2.

Literature review

2.1 TAM & UTAUT
TAM, proposed by Davis (1986), is based on the
theory of reasoned action (TRA) put forward by
Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) and the theory of
planned behavior (TPB) developed by Ajzen
(1991), which is derived from TRA. TAM
applies the user's cognition to discuss the
acceptance degree and the decisive factors
between the user and the use of science and
technology. The model indicates that perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use are two
important factors affecting the user's intention.
Subsequently, Venkatesh & Davis (2000) found
that subjective norms have a more significant
impact when they are mandatory, and that they
affect users' intention to use new things and new
systems. TAM has been regarded as a complete
model for many years and has been used to
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investigate
users'
acceptance
of
new
technologies, as well as social media,
e-commerce, software applications, and other
multi-oriented research (Lorenzo-Romero et al.,
2014; Zhang et al., 2008).
The UTAUT adopted in this study is mainly
derived from the TAM. Venkatesh et al. (2003)
reviewed and reconstructed eight models used in
previous studies and further developed the TAM.
This extended model combines TRA, TAM, the
motivational model (MM), TPB, the combined
TAM and TPB model (C-TAM-TPB), the model
of PC utilization (MPCU), innovation diffusion
theory (IDT), and social cognitive theory (SCT).
It can explain many behaviors related to the
adoption and use of new technologies. The main
factors of the UTAUT model include
performance expectancy (e.g., perceived
usefulness), export expectancy (e.g., perceived
ease of use), social influence (e.g., subjective
norms & perceived playfulness), and facilitating
conditions. Therefore, this study used UTAUT
as our research model.
Many scholars have pointed out that TAM can
be used to analyze users' use behavior and
intention to use nonverbal cues such as emoji,
kaomoji, and stickers. For example, Wang (2013)
used TAM to explore the influence of stickers of
the online community on the acceptance of
digital natives, and the results showed that the
stickers of the online community have a positive
and significant influence on the perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral
intention of digital natives. Chen & Chen (2020)
discussed users' intention when using ugly
stickers, and found that ugly stickers are mostly
used by young and extroverted users who
frequently use SNS and are influenced by
subjective norms. Nysveen et al. (2005)
explored the moderating role of gender in the
intention to use SNS, and the results showed
that subjective norms are the determinant for
female users, while perceived usefulness is the
determinant for male users. Therefore, this study
regarded perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
use and subjective norms as disguised forms that
affect the use intention of emoji, and put
forward the following hypotheses:
H1: The perceived usefulness of using emoji in
social network services has a positive effect
on usage intention.
H2: The perceived ease of use of using emoji in
social network services has a positive effect
on usage intention.
H3: The subjective norms of using emoji in
social network services has a positive effect
on usage intention.
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2.2 Perceived playfulness
The concept of playfulness originates from the
nonverbal clues of media richness theory. When
users have high interest in information
technology, they will form subjective attitudes,
such as positive emotions and satisfaction, while
users who initially lack interest may interact
with information technology with positive
attitudes and strong motives. Playfulness can
also attract participants' attention, trigger their
curiosity, and let them be happy with
interpersonal interaction (Hung et al., 2016).
Chiang et al. (2011), Wang & Chang (2012) and
Hung et al. (2016) also pointed out that
playfulness is considered one of the keys to the
success of SNS on social networking sites.
Hedonic traits can give participants personal
entertainment and cause fun and joyful emotions.
Through the interesting and interactive traits
generated by the community, participants can
feel positive when interacting with others
through social networking sites. Yu et al. (2005)
and Chang et al. (2009) indicated that perceived
playfulness has a positive and significant impact
on the usage intention of information technology.
Morosan & Jeong (2008) also found that
perceived playfulness is an important predictor
of users' intention to visit websites. Therefore,
this study regarded perceived playfulness as a
disguised form that affects the usage intention of
emoji, and put forward the following
hypothesis:
H4: The perceived playfulness of using emoji in
social network services has a positive effect
on usage intention.

2.3 Fashion involvement
Fashion is a process of accepting symbols that
provide individuals with the same identification
as others, and these symbols often change
(Reynold, 1968). Sproles (1979) defined fashion
as a form of behavior that is temporarily adopted
by some members of a social group, and which
is considered appropriate by society at a certain
time and situation. This study discussed the
adoption of new popular technologies such as
SNS and emoji, as well as the willingness of
individuals to use emoji.
In the field of fashion, the degree of fashion
involvement refers to the range in which
consumers are interested in the types of fashion
commodities. Fashion involvement can be used
to predict consumers' behavior variables related
to fashion commodities, such as the product
involvement degree, purchasing behavior, and
consumer characteristics (Browne & Kaldenberg,
1997). The higher a user's involvement in

fashion, the higher the user's recognition of the
importance of fashion, the easier it is to use
fashion in decision-making evaluations, and the
more the emotion in use is influenced by the
degree of love. O'Cass (2000) found that the
degree of fashion involvement is highly
correlated with personal characteristics and
product knowledge, and that product knowledge
can further affect users' use decisions.
Watchravesringkan et al. (2010) also found that
individuals who use fashion products generally
do so to enhance their self-esteem and change
their appearance. Therefore, this study regarded
fashion involvement as a disguised form that
affects the usage intention of emoji, and
proposed the following hypothesis:
H5: The fashion involvement of using emoji in
social network services has a positive effect
on usage intention.

2.4 Research model
Based on the aforementioned related literature,
UTAUT has been proven to effectively explain
the prediction and performance of the behavior
intention of the use of new technology (Blaise et
al., 2018). The TAM mainly leads to use
intention via perceived usefulness, perceived
ease
of
use
and
subjective
norms
(Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2008). In the research on information systems,
perceived playfulness is found to directly affect
the acceptance and use of technology. In the
context of general users, perceived playfulness
has also been shown to be an important
determinant of the acceptance and use of
technology (Brown & Venkatesh, 2005).
Fashion involvement is a commonly-used
statement and motivation that encourages users
to adopt popular and novel technological
products (Browne & Kaldenberg, 1997).
Therefore, this study proposed that the use of
emoji in SNS by users would be affected by the
variables related to the hypotheses and would
promote
use
intention.
As
personal
characteristics are extremely important for
predicting the behavior of technology
acceptance and use, this study used UTAUT to
behavior and the intention to use emoji to
establish a structural equation (SEM). The
research framework is shown in Figure 1. This
article explored the hypotheses and causality
among perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
use, subjective norms, perceived playfulness and
fashion involvement, behavioral intention and
other dimensions, and proposed a model of the
influencing factors and use intention of users to
adopt emoji in SNS.
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Figure 1. Concept model

3.

45.6% male and 54.4% female.

Methods

3.1 Data collection
From January to February, 2021, this study
conducted a network questionnaire survey on the
use of emoji in Taiwan, Japan and Korea through
SNS and network survey companies. A total of
422, 153 and 158 valid samples were
respectively collected, and a total of 733 valid
questionnaires were recovered. As shown in
Table 1, there were 422 samples from Taiwan,
with 54.8% male and 45.2% female, as well as
153 samples from Japan, with 49% male and
51% female, and 158 samples from Korea, with

This survey was based on the research ethics
standards issued by the Japan Ergonomics
Society and the International Ergonomics
2006, and was approved by the Bioethics
Committee of Center for Frontier Medical
Engineering, Design Research Institute and
Graduate School of Engineering, Chiba
University (R2-08). While the survey was in
progress, the participants could close the
browser to give up answering at any time, and
their data would not be analyzed. All collected
data was processed anonymously.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics
Taiwan

Japan

Korea

N / Percentage %

N / Percentage %

N / Percentage %

Male

227 (54.8%)

75 (49%)

72 (45.6%)

Female

195 (45.2%)

78 (51%)

86 (54.4%)

20-29

196 (46.4%)

31 (20.3%)

57 (36.1%)

30-30

124 (29.4%)

49 (32%)

30 (19%)

40-49

66 (15.6%)

28 (18.3%)

46 (29.1%)

50-59

26 (6.2%)

29 (19%)

17 (10.8%)

60-69

10 (2.4%)

12 (7.8%)

7 (4.4%)

70-79

0

3 (2%)

1 (0.6%)

80-89

0

1 (0.7%)

0

2 (0.5%)

0

0

Secondary

49 (11.6%)

39 (25.5%)

29 (18.4%)

University < = 4

286 (67.8%)

101 (66%)

102 (64.6%)

University > 4

85 (20.1%)

13 (8.5%)

27 (17%)

422

153

158

Variable
Gender

Age

Education
Primary

Total
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3.2 Measurement
The model constructed in this study adopted a
verified scale. The original scales were all in
English. We modified the scale to match the
emoji, and translated the scale into Taiwanese
Mandarin, Japanese, and Korean. The
questionnaire mainly consisted of three parts.
The first part was used for screening, in which
we explained the purpose of the study and
provided two questions for the participants to
confirm whether they had used emoji and SNS.
The respondents could not proceed to the next
stage if they failed to confirm their usage, and if
"have not used" was checked, the survey would
automatically jump to the end screen. The
second part of the questionnaire was
demographic variables, including gender, age,
and educational background. The third part was
the scale of potential variables. The scale (Table
2) included the following constructs: perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, subjective
norms, perceived playfulness, and fashion
involvement, which were developed from Moon
& Kim (2001), Venkatesh et al., (2003), Lin &

Bhattacherjee (2008), Tiger et al. (1976), Lin &
Xia (2012) and Venkatesh & Davis (2000). A
7-point Likert scale was used for scoring, with
answers ranging from 7 (strongly agree) to 1
(strongly disagree). There were two additional

w
Before the questionnaire was officially issued,
we conducted a pre-test and pilot test to verify
the scale. For the pre-test, we invited eight
experts to give their opinions and revise the
format and wording of the questionnaire. Finally,
we collected 75 questionnaires during the pilot
test to reduce errors and deviations. In this study,
reliability of all items (PU=0.94, PEOU=0.87,
SN=0.85, PP=0.90, FI=0.76, BI=0.75), and
according to Tu (2012) recommendation, the
results indicated that the revised questionnaire
items were credible and valid.

Table 2 Model Constructs and Items
Item

Scale

Perceived usefulness (PU) (Moon & Kim, 2001; Venkatesh et al., 2003)
PU1

I like to use emoji.

PU2

I hold a positive attitude towards the use of emoji.

PU3

Using emoji brings me a lot of convenience.

PU4

The use of emoji can accurately express feelings other than words.

PU5

Using emoji helps to express my thoughts.

PU6

It is useful to use emoji.

Perceived ease of use (PEOU) (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Lin & Bhattacherjee, 2008)
PEOU1

It was easy for me to learn how to use emoji when chatting at first.

PEOU2

The emoji I use at present are popular.

PEOU3

It is easy to chat with emoji.

PEOU4

It is a very simple thing to use emoji.

Subject norm (SN) (Venkatesh, & Davis, 2000)
SN1

Colleagues/classmates in the workplace/school think I use emoji.

SN2

Peers outside the workplace/school think that I use emoji.

SN3

My family thinks I use emoji.

SN4

My friends think I use emoji.

Perceived playfulness (PP) (Moon & Kim, 2001; Venkatesh et al., 2003)
PP1

Chatting with emoji makes me feel very interested.

PP2

Chatting with emoji will stimulate my imagination.

PP3

Chatting with emoji gives me a kind of intimacy to communicate with others.

PP4

Chatting with emoji makes me feel happy to talk with others.

PP5

Chatting with emoji makes me have a sense of presence face-to-face with people.
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Fashion involvement (FI) (Tigert et al., 1976; Lin & Xia, 2012)
FI1

I am a person who can keep up with fashion.

FI2

How frequently do you read the fashion section in the media?

FI3

How frequently do you shop in department stores or consumer electronics stores?

Behavioral intention (BI) (Venkatesh et al., 2003)
BI1

I expect to continue to use emoji in the future.

BI2

I will use emoji as often as I do now.

BI3

I will recommend my relatives and friends around me to use emoji.

4.

Results

This study used AMOS 21 statistical software to
analyze the data from Taiwan, and used partial
least squares (PLS) to analyze the data from
Japan and Korea. As for Taiwan, in the first stage,
first-order and second-order confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) was used to confirm the
goodness-of-fit of models in the literature, as
well as the reliability and validity of the
observed variables and potential variables. In the
second stage, structural equation modeling
(SEM) was used to test the hypotheses. As for
Japan and Korea, the model was analyzed
through two steps: (1) reliability and validity to
evaluate the quality of the model; and (2)
structural model hypothesis testing.

4.1 Measurement model
In this study, the measurement model was
evaluated according to criteria for the reliability,
convergent validity, discriminant validity,
construct validity and model-fit (Table 3). For
these three models,
was higher than 0.7, indicating that the items of
each variable had reliability (Fornell & Larcker,
1981).
Next, the factor loadings and the average
variance extracted were used to test the
convergence validity. The factor loadings of the
project needed to be greater than 0.5, and the
average variance extracted (AVE) had to exceed
0.5 (Hair et al., 2006). As shown in Table 3, the
factor loadings of all models were higher than
0.6, and the AVE was also higher than 0.5. In
addition, the AVE of Fornell & Larcker (1981)
was also used to obtain the AVE value for each
construct. When compared with the square of the
correlation coefficient of the construct, the AVE
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should be greater than the square of the partial
correlation coefficient to prove the existence of
discrimination
validity.
The
correlation
coefficients of each construct of the three models
in this study all conformed to the above
principles. Therefore, there was discrimination
validity between constructs, as shown in Tables
4 6.
In terms of the construct validity, the component
reliability (CR) for perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, subjective norms,
perceived playfulness and fashion involvement
were respectively 0.93, 0.88, 0.92, 0.78, and
0.86 in Taiwan; 0.95, 0.93, 0.95, 0.94, 0.87, and
0.89 in Japan; and 0.97, 0.96, 0.96, 0.97, 0.94,
and 0.93 in Korea. All coefficients were greater
than 0.7 (Hair et al., 2006). In addition, in order
to ensure that each scale could measure the
degree of the constructed theory, confirmatory
factor analysis was used to test the fitness of the
measurement model.
According to the statistical analysis, the results
of the confirmatory factor analysis for Taiwan's
six constructs of perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, subjective norms, perceived
playfulness, fashion involvement, and usage
2
=
2
/df = 2.84; RMSEA = 0.07;
GFI = 0.84; AGFI = 0.87; and CFI = 0.94, all of
which were higher than the standards previously
considered acceptable by scholars (Bentler &
Bonett, 1980; Schumacker & Lomax, 2004; Hu
& Bentler, 1999; Doll et al., 1994; MacCallum &
2

the measurement model could be appropriately
adapted to the data of this study.
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Table 3 Scale Measurement Properties
Factor Loading
T
PU

J

CR
T

J

K

T

J

K

T

J

K

0.93

0.94

0.96

0.93

0.95

0.97

0.67

0.76

0.84

0.88

0.89

0.95

0.88

0.93

0.96

0.65

0.76

0.86

0.92

0.93

0.94

0.92

0.95

0.96

0.74

0.83

0.85

0.90

0.93

0.96

0.90

0.94

0.97

0.65

0.77

0.85

0.78

0.78

0.90

0.78

0.87

0.94

0.55

0.68

0.83

0.83

0.82

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.93

0.67

0.74

0.82

PU1

0.82

0.80

0.87

PU2

0.78

0.76

0.91

PU3

0.86

0.93

0.95

PU4

0.80

0.90

0.92

PU5

0.81

0.93

0.92

PU6

0.85

0.91

0.93

PEOU PEOU1 0.72

0.73

0.91

PEOU2 0.80

0.87

0.94

PEOU3 0.87

0.94

0.95

PEOU4 0.83

0.94

0.92

SN

PP

FI

BI

AVE

K

SN1

0.89

0.95

0.93

SN2

0.87

0.92

0.93

SN3

0.79

0.88

0.91

SN4

0.89

0.92

0.91

PP1

0.83

0.83

0.92

PP2

0.74

0.87

0.93

PP3

0.86

0.91

0.93

PP4

0.88

0.90

0.93

PP5

0.70

0.88

0.90

FI1

0.83

0.89

0.93

FI2

0.75

0.85

0.92

FI3

0.63

0.74

0.89

BI1

0.90

0.93

0.95

BI2

0.87

0.93

0.92

BI3
0.66
0.70
0.85
Note: T=Taiwan; J=Japan; K=Korea; PU = perceived usefulness; PEOU = perceived ease of use; SN = subjective
norm; PP=perceived playfulness; FI = fashion involvement; BI = behavioral intention.
Table 4 Correlation of Constructs Taiwan
PU
PEOU
PU

0.85

PEOU

0.79

SN

PP

FI

BI

0.86

SN

0.71

0.72

0.90

PP

0.80

0.74

0.66

0.85

FI

0.42

0.47

0.47

0.51

0.84

BI

0.77

0.76

0.80

0.77

0.53

0.87

SN

PP

FI

BI

Table 5 Correlation of Constructs Japan
PU
PEOU
PU

0.87

PEOU

0.72

0.87

SN

0.68

0.69

0.91

PP

0.70

0.60

0.59

0.88

FI

0.26

0.31

0.29

0.30

0.83

BI

0.76

0.62

0.72

0.67

0.31

0.86
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Table 6 Correlation of Constructs Korea
PU
PEOU
PU

0.92

PEOU

0.85

SN

PP

FI

BI

0.93

SN

0.78

0.79

0.92

PP

0.85

0.84

0.83

0.92

FI

0.63

0.66

0.69

0.70

0.91

BI

0.77

0.77

0.84

0.86

0.68

4.2 Structural model
This section describes the validation of the
hypotheses of our study. Table 7 lists the results
for all path coefficients, R2 values, and
significance levels. For Taiwan, the results of the
research and analysis showed that perceived
ved playfulness
p <.001) all had positive effects on usage
intention in H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5, which
supported the research hypotheses. The R2 value
was 76.5%, indicating that the model explained a
good degree of potential transformation. As for

0.91

Japan, the R2 value was 66.3%, which showed
that the model explained the potential
transformation degree well, but that only H1, H3,
and H4 were supported, with perceived
2

value was 78.9%, which also showed that the
model explained the potential transformation
degree well. However, it only supported H3 and
H4
These results once again confirmed the validity
of the model and its applicability to the use of
emoji.

Table 7 Structural Model Results
PU

Taiwan

Japan

Korea

0.157**

0.406**

-0.019

PEOU

0.14**

-0.036

0.042

SN

0.388***

0.348**

0.364*

PP

0.235***

0.179*

0.502***

FI

0.094**

0.063

0.058

Participants (N)

422

153

158

R2

76.5%

66.3%

78.9%

Significant levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

5.

Discussion and conclusion

This study mainly used the TAM and UTAUT to
explore whether perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, subjective norms, perceived
playfulness and fashion involvement affect use
behavioral intention in Taiwan, Japan and Korea.
The research hypothesis validation results
indicated that the five concepts of perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, subjective
norms, perceived playfulness and fashion
involvement had different influences on the
intention to use emoji in social network services
in Taiwan, Japan and Korea. The analyses and
results illustrated the phenomenon of different
countries, showed their practical significance
and resulted in a number of suggestions for
future non-verbal clues. We also used the
differences in the three models of the research
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results to argue that cultural background should
be adopted as the basis for using and adopting
products of transnational technologies in the
future. This result corresponded to the studies of
Prada et al. (2018), Garrido & Prada (2021), Lu
et al. (2016), Park et al. (2014), Takahashi et al.
(2017) and Barbieri et al. (2016), who pointed
out that different cultural geographies,
backgrounds and environments will result in
differences in the use of emoji. The contributions
of the results of this study to the development of
theory and practice were as follows:
H1: The analysis of the research results showed
that perceived usefulness in Taiwan and Japan
regarding the use of emoji in SNS has a direct
and positive effect on the usage intention. H1
was therefore partially valid; however, Korea
rejected H1. The results were partially consistent
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with those of Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Wang
(2013). The perceived usefulness of emoji
directly affects the user's behavior intention. It
could be seen that the usability of emoji is
important to users. If users feel that emoji is
functional and practical, it will increase users'
willingness to use it. As for Japan, it was found
that perceived usefulness has a greater influence
on usage intention than perceived ease of use
and subjective norms. This means that if
Japanese people think emoji can improve the
efficiency of their nonverbal cues in SNS, they
will be more willing to use it. Kato (2015)
pointed out that when Japanese individuals use
SNS, they will use emoji to communicate with
others in order to avoid embarrassing situations,
which further promotes the use of SNS and
reflects the usefulness of emoji. The failure of
Korea was also inconsistent with the research
results of Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Jung &
Bae (2016). It shows that in Korea, users who
use emoji do not interfere with the influence of
perceived usefulness on usage intention.

H3: The analysis of the research results showed
that the subjective norms of Taiwan, Japan and
Korea when using emoji in SNS have a direct
and positive influence on usage intention,
therefore H3 held true. This result was consistent
with that of Venkatesh et al. (2003). Subjective
norms play an important role in the usage
intention of emoji, and subjective norms (such as
people's hope to establish or maintain a good

H2: The analysis of the research results showed
that Taiwan's perceived ease of use of emoji in
SNS has a direct and positive effect on usage
intention. H2 was therefore partially valid;
however, Japan and Korea both rejected H2. The
results were partially consistent with those of
Venkatesh et al. (2003). As shown in current
research on TAM, it is easy to understand that
users regard emoji as something they could
operate and use. Previous studies have also
pointed out that perceived ease of use, and this
study also pointed out that results will vary in
different countries. The author considered that
the people of Japan and Korea are relatively
formal and restrained in terms of both language
and life when compared to Taiwan. Accordingly,
they must adopt different respectful sentences
for language performance when facing different
situations and objects, as the use of emoji is not
necessarily an easy behavior. Similarly, they
must also face the same problems when using
emoji on SNS, as it is not easy to choose the
appropriate emoji to use. From a practical aspect,
emoji can be easily installed into the operating
systems of today's computers, mobile phones
and mobile devices, and many SNS developers
also offer the function of automatically
recommending emoji. Although emoji is a
system invented in Japan, many emoji based on
local cultures have also been developed in
response to globalization. In the future, if
operating system operators and SNS developers
can create or strengthen their choice of
non-verbal cues corresponding to various

H4: Taiwan, Japan and Korea have a higher
degree of perceived playfulness in the
presentation of usage intention when using emoji
in SNS, and these results supported hypothesis 4.
This result was consistent with the results of
Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Moon & Kim (2001).
Perceived playfulness is recognized by most
subjects. Therefore, the pleasure of using emoji
is an important factor affecting users, and the
value of perceived playfulness is biggest
motivation to promote the use of emoji. As for
Korea, perceived playfulness is the most
important factor affecting usage intention, which
was consistent with Jeon's (2011) research
results. Therefore, the popularity of emoji
depends on how many users can perceive its
playfulness. Internet utilization in Korea is quite
high, and Internet cafes have become quite
popular, thus providing an environment in which
individuals can easily use SNS through network
services anywhere. Therefore, it could be
considered that emoji has perceived playfulness
in Korea.

of use.

position in a group. It can be seen that other
people's evaluation and opinion on emoji and the
popularity of emoji will affect the user's
intention to use emoji. In Taiwan, besides
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use,
subjective norms are another important factor
affecting users' usage intention. Nowadays,
written communication between people is based
on SNS. Users pay more and more attention to
the connection relationship in the community.
When using SNS, the recognition and degree of
other people's views will affect users' usage
intentions in the community.

H5: The analysis of the research results showed
that Taiwan's fashion involvement in using emoji
in SNS has a direct and positive effect on usage
intention. H5 was therefore partially valid, while
Japan and Korea rejected H5. The results were
partially consistent with those of Venkatesh et al.
(2003) and Hou et al. (2010). Surprisingly, for
users in Japan and Korea, fashion involvement
has no effect on usage intention. The results
showed that users in these two countries pay less
attention to fashion involvement when using
emoji in current SNS. On the contrary, in Taiwan,
such findings could provide practical
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implications for how SNS can attract users to
use emoji by shaping fashion trends. This
phenomenon could also correspond to the fact
that many enterprises in Taiwan promote their
products or corporate images through free
software stickers.
Although this study strove to be rigorous, it still
had a number of limitations. First of all, this
study mainly focused on emoji, and it is
necessary to carefully consider whether the
research results can be generalized to other
nonverbal clues in follow-up studies. Moreover,
emoji may become outdated in the future;
therefore, researchers should try their best to
understand the influence of emoji, as well as
communication using other nonverbal cues.
More importantly, researchers should pay more
attention to the characteristics of users, for
example, this research focuses on the
comparison of countries, and does not analyze
the moderator variable of UTAUT such as
gender, age, and experience. For example, this
study explored the differences among people
living in Taiwan, Japan and Korea; however,
there will be other differences in countries or
cultures outside Asia. Therefore, future research
should explore whether the use of emoji in other
regions will have different relationships, add
different constructs, or conduct investigation
from the perspective of social interaction, so as
to discuss the changes and expansion of the
research model and gain a wider and deeper
understanding of the use of emoji.
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Different Design Forms

ABSTRACT
This study focused on bird species in Taiwan and used content analysis to explore the presentation of
ecological information across three design forms: two-dimensional catalogs, infographics, and smart
phone apps. The reliability test conducted by two coders yielded a reliability score of 0.99, 0.97, and 0.98
for two-dimensional catalogs, infographics, and smart phone apps, respectively. These results imply that
(1) 2D catalogs present the greatest amount of information with the highest information complexity,
followed by smart phone apps and infographics. (2) The use of pictorial illustration comprehensively
displays the visual elements; the use of graphic symbology helps users search for information, and
graphic rendering can be used to enhance the visual characteristic of birds. (3) Designers can introduce
adequate functions and interface designs during app development to improve user convenience when
browsing and recording bird characteristics.
Keywords: Information Visualization,

1.

Ecological Information, Visual Presentation, Design Form

Introduction

Information visualization is a scientific field
combining information and visual design to
convert various forms of information into graphic
information that is easily comprehensible by
users. Graphic information is displayed using
interactive and visual approaches to help
information receivers or users quickly understand
the information content (Shneiderman, 1994).
Designers face challenges highlighting the
essential from an overwhelming amount of
information to help users memorize key points.
This challenge is the focus of information
visualization. In recent years, the prevalence of
tablets and smart phones has driven the
development of digital content and changed
conventional methods for presenting information.
Information search methods have become
approaches to understanding information. This
facilitates information acquisition and improves
user enjoyment when they browse information.
In recent years, the concept of environmental
conservation has become increasingly prominent,
and eco-tourism has also emerged. Tourists are
encouraged to conduct sightseeing and travel on
the premise of taking into account ecological
conservation and development. Under the
promotion of eco-tourism, the experience of the
natural environment and the reception of related
information are necessary conditions for people.
Furthermore, an in-depth understanding of the

ecology and biology of the region can help people
improve their ability of ecological knowledge
and appreciation. In the design field, the unique
appearances, patterns, and colors of Taiwan's
endemic species are often used as materials for
cultural products, making them part of biological
knowledge and aesthetic education in Taiwan. As
a result, Taiwan's endemic species value research
and education fields, also promote Taiwanese
culture.
Among all species in Taiwan, birds are one of the
most crucial indicators of environmental quality
(Hsiao & Li, 2014). By observing birds, the
importance of environmental protection can be
better appreciated, and the relationship between
natural environmental changes and the lives,
better understood (
2015).
The majority of bird learning materials in the past
have been based on popular science books and
illustrated handbooks, which feature natural
photographs or realistic pictorial illustrations to
introduce different bird species. Those books
features, characteristics, habits, etc. Furthermore,
when using illustrations to present birds, it is
essential to show their attributes for readers to
distinguish the species. However, a variety of
information is complex for readers to memorize
in a short period when learning from books,
resulting in people's generally lower awareness of
Taiwan's endemic species.
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When watching birds outdoors, the presentation

divided graphics into five levels ranging from
existing to abstract objects (Figure 1):

easy to use. By using visual images properly,
readers can access and absorb information
smoothly and memorize it with ease (Horton,
1994). The use of images can enhance the
efficiency of communication, also help readers to
absorb information nicely. This study used
content analysis to explore differences among
three design forms which are commonly used in
twodimensional (2D) catalogs, infographics, and
smart phone apps in disseminating ecological
information regarding birds in Taiwan. In
addition, this study investigated methods for
presenting visualized information. The results of
this study can clarify the methods and
presentation among different design forms when
presenting ecological information. Furthermore,
it can benefit designers to choose the proper
design form to transmit information with target
audiences, to accelerate ecological information
dissemination, and help users quickly acquire
ecological knowledge. This can enable users to

1. Natural photography, in which the visual cues
of objects are fully presented using
photography techniques.
2. Pictorial illustration, in which visual cues are
fully presented and details are added to create
a refined texture.
3. Graphic rendering, in which drawing
techniques are used to retain the shapes and
contours of objects, and colors and textures
are simplified using blocks.
4. Graphic symbology, in which the shapes and
contours of objects are simplified and the
colors, textures, and sense of space are
removed to flatten graphics and divide them
into blocks.
5. Abstract symbology, in which the original
shapes and contours of objects are destroyed,
and geometrical shapes or free lines are used

elicit a sense of identity and empathy.

2.

Literature Review

2.1 Visual Icons
Words, icons, and symbols are common elements
of visual communication design. Designers can
integrate words, icons, and symbols to provide
information to users with the same language
literacy background, thereby displaying diverse
and comprehensive information. Among the
aforesaid three elements, visual icons can be used
to emphasize the key points of information,
concentration and memory, and guiding the
and help viewers memorize information than can
simple words (Ashcraft, 1993; Messaris, 1997).
Hiebert (1998) noted that visual icons convert
concrete objects into abstract ideas in which
objects undergo simplification processes. In
addition to abstraction, designers employ
stylization. During this process, designers create
simple designs through various techniques to
emphasize specific details and convey graphic
information and concepts. Stylized objects and
graphics can leave stronger impressions on
viewers and help them reflect on their own
experiences by interpreting the meanings of
self-recognition (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967;
Kleine, Kleine, & Kernan, 1993; Atakan,
Bagozzi, & Yoon, 2014a, 2014b). Given the
extent of stylization, Meyer and Laveson (1981)
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Figure 1: Stylization levels proposed by Meyer and
Laveson (1981) (re-illustrated and used in this
study)

2.2 2D Ecological Catalogs
A catalog is similar to an encyclopedia and serves
as a reference book that provides clear
information to help viewers identify objects.
Because such books contain numerous pages and
considerable amounts of information, readers
may be scholars or people who are interested in
such topics and only browse specific pages. The
content of ecological catalogs includes textual
descriptions, such as distinguishing features,
habits, and the distribution of organisms and
provides icons that help viewers identify the
organisms. Therefore, icons in such catalogs
must be drawn precisely for viewers to
effectively identify species and names. This
enables catalogs to be browsed quickly in
outdoor environments.
ecological information. 2D catalogs enable users
to rapidly look up information while outdoors for
confirmation of bird species. Accordingly,
ecological catalogs must be easy to view and
portable and provide essential information,
including key features distinguishing similar
species,
clear
geographic
distributions,
supplementary descriptions, and unique

characteristics and migratory behavior of species
(Lin, 2015). Horton (1994) posited that effective
use of visual icons helps viewers smartly use
presented content and effectively presents visual
and spatial concepts. Icons allow viewers to
quickly distinguish essential information,
increase their operating speeds, and enhance their
memorization. In addition, icons do not require
viewers to possess advanced reading ability;
hence, icons help viewers acquire information
immediately and accelerate information
circulation.
Nowadays, relevant research on endemic species
in Taiwan concentrates on conservation, animal
and plant habits, and the ecological environment.
Referring to Taiwan's endemic birds, most of the
information is indexed in science and illustrated
books. Moreover, the contents are arranged and
sorted following the "The 2020 TWBF Checklist
of the Birds of Taiwan (Ding, Juan, Lin, Tsai, Wu,
Wu & Yang, 2020)" and "Clements Checklist of
Birds of the World (Clements, Schulenberg, Iliff,
Billerman, Fredericks, Sullivan & Wood, 2019)".
However, for people who do not have enough
background knowledge about birds, the wellarranged contents in the books are still having
difficulties in leading readers to absorb
knowledge and take them into practice. Current
research on ecological publications focused on
the existing book content, making further
information verification or suggesting content
updates, and less on the information layout or the
context of using books. According to related
research, applying the contents of 2D ecological
catalogs to interactive picture books in
augmented reality (AR) can effectively improve
the learning effectiveness of elementary school
children. And the pop-up catalogs can improve
learning motivation (Lin, 2013). In short, when
2D catalogs combine with interactive technology
to change the form of information presentation, it
should effectively enhance the effectiveness of
information absorption. Furthermore, rapidly
developing biotechnology has accelerated
changes in bird classification, which necessitates
frequent updates of international illustrated
checklists of the birds of the world.

2.3 Infographics
The application of infographics in Taiwan has
become popular, and the content and topics have
become diversified. As a result, the role and value
of infographics on information transmission have
gradually increased (Choi, 2018). During
information visualization, infographics present
information through visual design by using icons
and words to display information. Theories and
methods from different professional fields can be
combined to summarize information, and design

techniques can be used to convert abstract and
complex information into simple icons, symbols,
and textual descriptions. This conveys essential
information to viewers, and information
visualization is an outcome of interdisciplinary
integration.
Zeleny (1987) proposed the Data Information
Knowledge and Wisdom Hierarchy (DIKW)
model, which categorizes information into four
hierarchical levels: data, information, knowledge,
and wisdom. Lai (2001) discussed the concept of
information
regarding
information
communication in which emphasis is placed on
the essence, characteristics, and classification of
information
for
upstream
information
dissemination. At the midstream, the
organization, storage, and retrieval of
information are emphasized. At the downstream,
the transmission of information and relevant
services is emphasized.
In addition to ensuring delivery of accurate
information, infographics feature visual designs
that present abstract concepts and complex data
in an intuitive manner. This facilitates
interpretation of information and makes the
process interesting. That is, people feel pleasure
when receiving information. Re-lab, a famous
infographic design company in Taiwan,
maintained that before deciding on the format of
an infographic, information attributes must be
understood to select the most adequate
visualization method (Re-lab, 2017). Introducing
the DIKW model and fundamental theories of
information communication into infographic
design enables identification of three essential
elements of infographics: (1) raw data, (2) core
concepts of information, and (3) presentation.
The goal of infographic design is to clearly
convey information and enable receivers or
viewers to quickly understand complex or
abstract information, thereby enhancing the
memorability of information (Pettersson, 2010).
In addition to the functionality of information
communication, designers can use infographics
to present abstract concepts and complex data
more intuitively by making it legible and
attractive. So that people can receive information
smoothly with entertainment. Related research
suggested no significant difference in the
effectiveness of information learning between
traditional teaching methods and teaching with
infographics. However, infographics can
significantly increase the participants' interest in
information and learning motivation (Lin, Cai,
Jian & Cai, 2020).

2.4 Information Visualization in The
Digital Era
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In recent years, the prevalence of tablets and

cross-references by users without memorization,
enabling users to effortlessly compare the
relationships between heterogeneous data.
Interactive information visualization has changed
the information viewing habits of users;
infographics not only convey information
unilaterally, but also allow users to interact with
information in a more intuitive manner.

mobile reading, driven the rapid growth of the
digital content market, and demonstrated the
potential of information visualization. Currently,
information presentation is divided into three
types: static, motion-type, and interactive
(Pimenta & Poovaiah, 2010; Lankow, Ritchie, &
Crooks, 2012).
Of the three types of presentation, static
presentation is the most common and can be
displayed on various media, including books,
posters, computer screens, and smart phones.
Users view static presentation to acquire
information. However, limitations in human
vision cause viewers to only acquire a limited
amount of information within a specific period.
Motion-type information incorporates visual and
auditory effects and includes animations and
however, viewers cannot control their viewing
speed. Consequently, the level of information
acquisition m
ability to absorb information. Interactive
infographics can be modified flexibly according
to the content and objectives of the information
interactive functions to enhance their efficiency
in acquiring information (Dur, 2014).
Studies have reported that when multi are used to
providing multiple stimuli simultaneously (e.g.,
visual, auditory, linguistic, and nonlinguistic
stimuli) instead of a single stimulus, this enables
individuals to learn efficiently and effectively
memorize information (Mayer, 2001; Mayer, Lee,
& Peebles, 2014). In short, adequate
arrangements of interactive information can
improve the efficiency of information acquisition
and dissemination.
Based on preceding descriptions, interactive
infographics were found capable of overcoming
potential problems in static infographics (e.g.,
visual confusion) and avoiding the difficulty of
information absorption due to users
control the timeline of dynamic information.
Interactive information enables users to decide
when and how to view information and enables
display of an appropriate amount of information
in a single scene. Users may gradually absorb
information through the process of autonomous
exploration. Specifically, they can hide unwanted
information as well as zoom in or out of certain
sections of an infographic to input large amounts
of information beyond the constraints of the
screen space. Furthermore, through gestures or
cursors, users can obtain the precise statistics or
information from interactive infographics in a
timely manner. This facilitates observations and
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In the digital age of data cloudification, electronic
devices such as smartphones and tablets have
become the most common carriers of information
communication. Therefore, the style of visual
communication design has been adjusted in
response to the trend of the digital age. For
example, the function of icons nowadays is more
efficient than text description, which can instruct
user's operation intuitively (Lin & Lai, 2015).
Furthermore, the images or icons on the screen
are primarily presented in a semi-representative
to abstract way to show the information, reducing
visual fatigue and taking into account the beauty.

2.5 Interactive Interface Design
In general, people are more capable of
understanding information than memorizing
information (Sharp, Pereece & Rogers, 2019).
Therefore, interactive design should entail using
graphics, text, and colors to help users integrate
interface methods or information content with
experiences or real-life memories. These
generate favorable user experiences and help
sustain long-term memories. Interactive interface
design involves integrating graphics, text, and
colors. These elements constitute the
configuration of interactive methods and affect
learn, and memorize information when operating
interfaces. Therefore, the focus of interactive
design is to allow users to quickly become
familiar with interactive interfaces, effectively
acquire information, and have outstanding user
experiences (Hoffman & Novak, 1996).
With the development and advancement of
technology, the tourism model has changed from
traditional leisure tourism to experience tourism
with more learning and cognition (Bauer, 2012).
World Tourism Organization (2011) proposed
that experience tourism requires the third T to
assist: travel, tourism, and technology. Moreover,
the use of smart devices to guide travelers with
educational purposes during travel has become
the trend of tourism. With the prevalence of smart
phones, interactive touch screens have become
the main interface for cellphone users to receive
messages (Lin & Lai, 2015). Adequate
interactive interface design features, such as
suitable function settings, browsing mechanisms,
layout settings, and information combinations,
enable users to flexibly operate interfaces and

acquire information and real-time feedback
(Tidwell, Brewer & Valencia, 2020). When
designing information interfaces for common,
such as smart phones and tablets, designers
implement special operating functions, including
scrolling, clicking, and multitouch functions, to
the interface to improve its usability. The sizes
and locations of icons displayed on an interface

Taiwan (Hsu, 2013). Three common types of
content were compiled from these catalogs: (1)
how to use these catalogs, (2) introductions to
biological characteristics, and (3) biological
information (Figure 2).

the interface, which in turn affects user
satisfaction (Park & Han, 2010).
Nowadays, the ecologically related apps on the
market provide basic search and combine
functions such as cameras and maps to help users
inquire and record the types of animals and plants
in real-time. In addition, some apps focus on
ecological records in specific areas. For example,
Chung Cheng University in Chiayi, Taiwan, has
developed an app that explicitly records the
campus ecological environment and combines it
with web pages, Facebook pages, e-books, and
publications to meet the adaptability of different
operating systems and scenarios. This paper
analyzed the different design forms of birds'
ecological information in subsequent chapters to
understand their characteristics, advantages, and
disadvantages, as a reference for related research
and design.

3.

Types and Collection of Ecological
Information

This study used content analysis to explore the
presentation of ecological data in 2D catalogs,
infographics, and smart phone apps to understand
(1) the ecological information content of endemic
bird species in Taiwan and (2) the presentation
methods of information visualization. Content
analysis involves examining the content of
objects through unobtrusive methods and an
objective and systematic attitude to determine the
environmental context and conveyed meanings
of the content (Lu, 2015). The data collection
method is explained as follows.

Figure 2: Example of
2D catalogs (Liao, 2012)

3.2 The Data Collection of
Infographics
The infographic samples in this study were not
limited to birds or endemic species. The fivekingdom classification model proposed by
Whittaker (1969) was used to collect data
(Campbell & Reece, 2004), and the DIKW model
was used to analyze the infographic design
process. Accordingly, the following three major
elements of infographics were identified (1)
raw data, (2) core concepts of information, and (3)
presentation to select infographic samples.
Finally, 29 infographics (7, 5, 5, 8, and 4 of which
featured birds, fish, plants, mammals, and the
environment, respectively) with content and
visual integrity were selected for subsequent
analysis (Figure 3).

3.1 The Data Collection of 2D
Catalogs
2D catalogs are a conventional method of
presenting ecological data. At present, most
people still learn about birds through 2D learning
materials such as popular science books and
illustrated handbooks. After consulting biology
and bird experts, this study used purposive
sampling to select three bird catalogs and two
representative bird catalogs in Taiwan: Birds of
the World (Harrison & Greensmith, 1996), Wild
Birds of Taiwan (Liao, 2012), A Field Guide to
the Birds of Taiwan (Hsiao & Li, 2014), Fish
Catalog: 700 Common Fish Species in Taiwan
(Shao & Chen, 2003), and The Butterflies of

Figure 3: Example of infographics featured birds
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3.3 The Data Collection of Smart
Phone Apps

Krippendorff, 2016). The execution method is for
the researcher to analyze the content of the article
systematically, and the purpose of the design of
the category is to generate data suitable for the
specific assumptions of the content (Kaplan,
1943). This research referred to the ten steps of
the content analysis method proposed by
Wimmer & Dominick (2000). It was divided into
seven steps for this research, which were (1)
determination of research purpose, (2) data
collection, (3) construction category, (4) data
coding, (5) reliability test, (6) data analysis and
discussion, and (7) writing a research report. This
study separately explored the differences in each
design form's types, expressions, and appeals
through the above methods.

This study discovered that ecological information
apps are mostly designed for smart phones
instead of tablets, and most providers of such
apps release the same version for smart phone
and tablet users. Few apps are modified slightly
to fit the size of device screens (e.g., iKnow Birds
2 LITE) (Figure 4). The six ecological
information apps selected in this study were all
compatible with the iOS system and have been
updated within the last 5 years. These apps were
Taiwan Birds (Eco-Education and Resources
Centre Limited, 2016), Bird ID (Luo, 2016),
Comprehensive Bird Catalog (Cao, 2015),
EEbirds (Dept. of Electrical Engineering,

National Taipei University of Technology,
2016), iKnow Birds 2 LITE (G.m.b.H., 2011),
and iNaturalist (California Academy of Sciences
& National Geographic Society, 2014) (Table 1).
The function, strengths, weaknesses, and features
of these apps were analyzed.

Categorization is the core concept of content
analysis, taxonomizing the content by using
unique labels that group related pieces of content
together. Categorization needs to be in keeping
with three principles: mutually exclusive,
exhaustive, and reliable (Wimmer & Dominick,
2000). This study constructed categories
according to related research. The following were
descriptions of each category.
1. Information presentation, including static,
motion-type, and interactive. In addition, the
form of information was defined according to
chapter 2.4.

Figure 4: Example of presenting bird information
in smart phone app (G.m.b.H., 2011)
discussed in this study

App name

Taiwan Birds
Bird ID
Comprehensive
Bird Catalog
EEBirds
iKnow Birds 2
Lite
iNaturalist

Differences
between smart
phone and tablet
versions of the
app
No difference

Number
of
updates

No difference

9

No difference

1

Unavailable on
tablets
Slight differences
in interface
design
No difference

2

Last
updated

June 27,
2019
October 16,
2015
March 30,
2016

11

March 5,
2019

25

November
27, 2019

3.4 Data Encoding and Reliability
Formula
Content analysis is a research method of
systematic and objective inference (Dane, 1990).
Any form of social artifact in communication,
such as books, magazines, newspapers, paintings,
can use content analysis (Babbie, 1995;
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2. Visual elements, which were words, icons,
and symbols. This study analyzed the visual
elements used in different design forms, and
the differences in the layout were also
examined. In addition, icons and images were
divided into five levels ranging from existing
to abstract objects according to stylization.
3. The
information
content
included
introductions,
user
guides,
names,
photography or graphics, characteristics,
habitat, habits, and sounds compared with
information presentation and visual elements
used.
Two coders with two-year interaction and
graphic design background conducted data
encoding according to the information content
and framework of each medium. An expert has
trained the coders with twelve-year interaction
design and ten-year design research experiences.
Before the training proceeded, the coders were
taught the content analysis method to understand
its operation and the basic knowledge about
ecological information of Taiwan endemic birds.
The training process included studying the
encoder manual so that coders could fully
understand the content and significance of the
bird ecological information category and
information architecture category. Furthermore,
coders discussed the questionable category

according to the relevant references and modified
the consensus into the encoder manual. Finally, a
pre-test was proceeded before the formal
encoding by using ecological illustrations,
infographics, and mobile phone applications as
pre-test samples to confirm that the analysis of
the two coders is consistent.
The following are descriptions of information
content and framework of each design form.
1. 2D catalogs
Among the three kinds of design form, a 2D
catalog comprised preface and detailed
introduction to species. The preface had the
following items: (1) user guide, (2)
introduction, (3) glossary, and (4) preliminary
introduction. Detailed introduction to species
consisted of the following items: (1) name, (2)
characteristics, (3) icon, (4) body length, (5)
habitat distribution, (6) introduction of
similar species, (7) living conditions, and (8)
ecology. 2D catalogs of birds also cover their
calls.
2. Infographics
Infographics were divided into category,
theme, and expression. Items of infographic
category were (1) bird, (2) fish, (3) plant, (4)
mammal, and (5) the environment. Items of
infographic theme were (1) biological
structure, (2) geographical distribution, (3)
habit, (4) growth, (5) introduction of similar
species, (6) conservation status, (7) life span
comparison, and (8) incorporation of
environmental conservation topics.
Furthermore, Bird-themed infographics cover
the following three additional items, namely
bird call, feather color, and flight time.
Expression of infographics comprised the
following items: (1) map, (2) bar graph, (3)
line graph, (4) pie chart, (5) flow chart, (6)
route map, (7) relationship diagram, (8) rose
plot, (9) bubble chart, (10) topographic map
and others.
3. Smart phone apps
Smart phone apps comprised functions and
detailed introductions to species. Items of
function were (1) keyword query, (2) search
for characteristics, (3) record keeping, (4)
sharing, (5) collection, (6) community, and (7)
game. Furthermore, items of detailed
introduction to species covered (1) name, (2)
characteristics, (3) icon, (4) bird call, (5)
habitat, (6) habits, (7) body length, and (8)
conservation status.
After data encoding, the following reliability
formula was used to analyze the scal

Percent agreement = 2M/(N1+N2)
Reliability = (N*mean percent agreement)/
[1+(N-1)* mean percent agreement]
where M denotes the number of coding decisions
upon which both coders agree; N1 represents the
number of coding decisions made by the first
coder; N2 is the number of coding decisions
made by the second coder; and N denotes the total
number of coders. The analysis results may serve
as a reference for interactive information design.

4.

Results

Content analysis was performed to explore and
analyze the form and framework of existing
ecological information presented in (1) 2D
catalogs, (2) infographics, and (3) smart phone
apps, thereby gaining understanding of the
ecological information content of bird species
indigenous to Taiwan and expression of
information visualization. Two coders conducted
content analysis of the three design forms
discussed in this study. After data encoding, two
coders performed reliability testing, of which the
formulae and results are presented as follows:
1. The reliability testing result of 2D catalogs
The number of coding decisions upon which
both coders agree (M), the number of coding
decisions made by the first coder (N1), the
number of coding decisions made by the
second coder (N2), and the total number of
coders (N) were 54, 55, 55, and 2,
respectively.
Percent agreement = 2*54/(55+55)=0.98
Reliability = (2*0.98)/[1+(2-1)*0.98]=0.99
According to the analysis result, the
information presentation type of 2D catalogs
was static, which contained words and images,
of which words were the primary and images
were supplements. The images included
natural photography and pictorial illustration,
and icons composed of graphic rendering or
graphic symbology. All 2D catalogs
contained user guides and ecological
information:
name,
characteristic,
photography or graphic, length, habitat, and
habit.
2. The reliability testing result of infographics
The number of coding decisions upon which
both coders agree (M), the number of coding
decisions made by the first coder (N1), the
number of coding decisions made by the
second coder (N2), and the total number of
coders (N) were 123, 127, 133, and 2,
respectively.
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Percent agreement = 2*123/(127+133)=0.95
Reliability = (2*0.95)/[1+(2-1)*0.95]=0.97
According to the analysis result, the
information presentation type of infographics
was static, which all contained words and
images, of which images were the primary
and words were supplements. The stylized
levels of graphics in infographics were
diverse, covering all five levels from natural
photography to abstract symbology. The
information mentioned includes name,
appearance, biological structure, distribution,
quantity, growth process, habits, sounds,
similar species, conservation status, growth
sequence, feather color, lifespan comparison,
environmental conservation issues, flying
time. However, none of the infographics
contained all of the above information.
Instead, one single infographic usually
summarized above 1-2 kinds of information.
3. The reliability testing result of smart phone
apps
The number of coding decisions upon which
both coders agree (M), the number of coding
decisions made by the first coder (N1), the
number of coding decisions made by the
second coder (N2), and the total number of
coders (N) were 52, 54, 55, and 2,
respectively.
Percent agreement = 2*52/(54+55)=0.95
Reliability = (2*0.95)/[1+(2-1)*0.95]=0.98
According to the analysis result, the
information presentation type of smart phone
apps was interactive, which contained words
and images, of which words were the primary
and images were supplements. The images
included natural photography and fewer
pictorial illustration, and icons composed of
graphic rendering or graphic symbology. The
information mentioned includes name,
appearance, characteristics, length, habitat,
habits, sounds, similar species, living
conditions, and ecology. In general, the visual
elements and information contents of smart
phone apps were similar to 2D catalogs. All
apps contained bird's name and photography.
However, the information content and
functions contained in each app were
inconsistent.
The reliability score of the three design forms
(i.e., 2D catalogs, infographics, and smart phone
apps) were 0.99, 0.97, and 0.98, respectively; all
were >0.9 and thus higher than the reliability
threshold value (0.8). This revealed consistency
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sample and classification content. Further
discussion of each medium is as follows.

4.1 The Analysis Result of 2D
Catalogs
Overall, the sample catalogs present information
similarly. According to the page order, the
information is divided into three sections: (1)
how to use the catalog; (2) preface, foreword, or
preliminary introduction; and (3) detailed species
introduction. Detailed species introduction
includes information on the name, characteristics,
images, and other details of the species. Name
information includes common names, Chinese
and English names, and scientific names.
Characteristic information is presented using
textual descriptions on the appearance and habits
of species, including similarities and differences
between males and females and sibling species.
Images are primarily natural photographs or
pictorial illustrations that showcase the physical
appearances of organisms. In addition, size scales
are used to illustrate the sizes and ratios of species.
2D images are also used to describe specific body
parts of organisms. Detailed information includes
the distribution, habitats, and habits of species,
and is mostly presented at the edges of pages. As
mentioned in Section 2, icons are more likely to
to viewers in distinguishing species. Therefore,
icons are used in catalogs to replace text, handdrawn illustrations, and habitat illustrations. This
ability to distinguish species. Table 2 compiles
information presented using icons.
Table 2: Examples of icons for presenting
information in 2D catalogs (Harrison &
Greensmith, 1996; Liao, 2012)
Information

Icon

Meaning of
the icon

Bird
appearances
and sizes

Left: size ratio
between
catalog and
bird
Right: body
length and
appearance

Bird
appearances

Differences
between male
and female
adult birds

Habitats

Habitat of a
bird species

Regarding natural photographs and pictorial
illustrations, the latter can freely showcase the
appearances, standing stances, and flying
motions of species and accentuate essential
distinguishing features. These features are
difficult to achieve using natural photographs

(Figure 5). Furthermore, birds of the same
species may be difficult to distinguish across
photos because of differences between individual
birds. In addition, several catalogs in this study
have considerable amounts of textual
descriptions and disordered arrangements of text
reading the catalogs or quickly browsing for
required information.

Figure 5: Examples of pictorial illustrations
highlighting specific body parts of bird species
(Harrison & Greensmith, 1996)

4.2 The Analysis Result of
Infographics
The themes in infographics can be divided into
the following types: (1) biological characteristics,
(2) biological structure, (3) geographic
distribution, (4) species population, (5) growth,
(6) habits, (7) introduction of similar species, and
(8) incorporation of ecological environment
topics. Biological characteristics include
information on species colors, physical
appearances, and size ratios. Infographics with
comprehensive information include at least two
types of themes.
Examining infographic samples for the extent of
stylization revealed that the visual information in
infographics is presented using various methods,
including natural photography, pictorial
illustrations, and 2D shape drawings. Information
in natural photographs is presented similarly to
descriptions in catalogs, in which textual
narratives are primarily used. In addition, shapes
and symbols are used in paragraphs describing
the main themes. This helps viewers quickly
search for information. Pictorial illustrations are
more suitable for comparing the sizes of bird
species, describing details of specific body parts,
and illustrating various movements and stances
of birds. Graphic rendering is composed of
simple colors and shapes and focus on
highlighting the visual characteristics of birds,
such as their overall physical appearances, color
tones, and body ratios. Because colors and
physical appearances are essential features
distinguishing bird species, few infographics use
graphic symbology or abstract symbology to
present species information. Nevertheless,

graphic symbology and abstract symbology
occasionally appear in infographics as visual cues
but they do not provide descriptive information
of bird species or help viewers distinguish them.
the themes of infographics detailing these
organisms vary. For example, the infographics
collected in this study focused on bird species;
hence, additional items of bird-themed
infographics were (1) bird call, (2) flight time, (3)
feather color, or infographic content on bird
behavior mostly presented information such as
ry behavior.
The theme of infographics also affects their
presentation. For example, an infographic on
biological structure may employ a breakdown
drawing to enable viewers to gain information on
the physical appearance and internal structure of
organisms. Information on species distribution
and habits are frequently present in graphics with
maps, and lines or color blocks are used to
indicate migratory routes and activity areas. By
contrast, information on species population is
typically presented using bar graphs or line charts
to compare numbers of organisms across periods
or between populations of species. Table 3
presents examples of infographics and how they
are presented.
Table 3: Examples of infographics and how their
themes are presented (Vieland, 2015; Ramallo,
2014; Umasankar, 2019)
Theme

Common
presentation methods

Biological
structure

Breakdown drawing

Distribution
and habits

Maps with lines or
color blocks

Population

Bar graphs or line
charts

Example

4.3 The Analysis Result of Smart
Phone Apps
Bird ecological information provided in the smart
phone apps includes details such as species
names, types, physical appearances, and
vocalization. In terms of functions and settings,
EEbirds, Taiwan Birds, iNaturalist, and iKnow
Birds 2 LITE have recording functions that allow
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users to record bird species they encounter. In
particular, iNaturalist has an in-app photography
function that records the location and time of
photos taken, and an image recognition function
helps users distinguish bird species in photos.

The amount of information presented in a single
infographic is limited by available space.
Therefore, infographic can only present small
amounts of information, and such information is
typically condensed. The types of information
presented in infographics also vary. Nevertheless,
infographics convert complex information to
easily comprehensible graphic information.
Moreover, infographics can significantly
ormation and
learning motivation, which is more conducive to
focused learning. The usability of infographics
depends on how they are published. If
infographics are published in books, users are
likely to experience difficulty locating them. By
contrast, infographics published online are easier
to locate with proper keywords.

Close examination of the information content in
each app revealed that the species information
provided in these apps was similar to those in the
sample catalogs. The only difference was that the
apps have additional functions for user
interaction, such as keyword searching and
birdwatching recordkeeping. Moreover, the apps
feature multimedia recording and play functions.
When recording bird species, users can use
photography and location functions. This can
cording
information. iNaturalist and Bird ID employ
image recognition technology to identify bird
species. When users use iKnow Birds LITE to
identify bird species on their own, the app asks
whether they are confident with their
identification. The users may share their
identification results through the app as
references for other users identifying bird species.
Using the six apps revealed that their usability is
enhanced through user interaction and social
functions. For example, the multimedia player
functions of the apps can be used to play bird
vocalization, which provides users with an
alternative approach for visually identifying bird
species. In addition, users can use the search
functions, classification tags, and page switching
functions to adequately display an overwhelming
amount of bird species information. However,
function icons in several apps are insufficiently
intuitive or are placed in locations that are
unexpected for users. This causes inconvenience
when attempting to locate functions. These
problems can be clarified in subsequent research
through usability testing and user satisfaction
surveys.

5.

Discussion

According to the analysis results, this study
compared differences between design forms in
six areas: information quantity, information type,
information complexity, usability, visualization
level, and update speed. The results revealed that
2D catalogs present the greatest amount of
information (including species, reproduction,
color, population, habitats) and include primarily
academic information that is diverse and complex.
Therefore, looking up information in 2D catalogs
is relatively time consuming. The requirement of
checking the table of contents complicates the
task. The limited know-how of learning users
also reduces the ease of use of 2D catalogs.

Rapid growth of the digital content market,
expression of infographics, amount of content
information, figure size settings, and
incorporation of interactive functions may affect
the ease of operation of infographics. The amount
of information provided by smart phone apps is
between 2D catalogs and the infographics.
Moreover, smart phone apps offer various types
of interactive functions. Users are provided with
a menu that enables them to switch between
pages, click on items according to their own
needs, and obtain the information they are
looking for. Convenient and easy-to-use smart
phone apps facilitate interpretation and
absorption of information. It has become the
trend to use smartphones to assist with in-depth
tourism so that the tourists can be guided and
absorb information at any time. However, we
hope to discuss an additional topic when
establishing relevant information frameworks for
a follow-up study, which is whether the functions,
navigation mechanism, and information
combination of a mobile app are relevant and
allow users to obtain the feedback they need in
real time.
Regarding the visualization level, 2D catalogs
exhibit a low level of visualization and are mostly
composed of simple text and image layouts. 2D
catalogs mostly feature images of natural
photographs and pictorial illustrations, both of
which fully demonstrate the morphological
characteristics of organisms. In infographics,
design methods are used to convert abstract and
complex information into graphic symbols and
simple textual descriptions. Therefore, such
design exhibit a high level of visualization.
Extent of stylization of graphics is adjusted
according to the theme of an infographic, mostly
through
natural
photographs,
pictorial
illustrations, and 2D graphic depiction.
Information in smart phone apps is sorted using
function settings and interface designs to ensure
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readability. Images in such apps are mainly
natural photos; hence, such design exhibit a
moderate level of visualization. Because abstract
symbology completely destroys the contours of
organisms, it is only suitable for conceptual
presentations and seldom used for presenting
ecological information. The interface of most
mobile apps nowadays often features flat and
simplified icons to fit the relatively small screens
and reduce the visual burden on users. Therefore,
in the subsequent development of our bird
ecological app, we will appropriately simplify
bird images to adapt to the compactness of
mo
expectations of operating the app.
Update speed is another factor affecting the
usability of design. The rapid development of
biotechnology has accelerated updates on bird
species classification; hence, bird catalogs must
be updated frequently. Because 2D catalogs
require a long publication process, the update
speed of such design cannot keep up with the
latest information on bird species. The
production time of single infographics is shorter
than that of books; however, time is still needed
to collect and compile information. Therefore,
compared with the other two design forms,
infographics have a moderate update frequency.
Smart phone apps have the fastest update speed
because information can be updated online
immediately. However, the results of this study
revealed that several apps have a low update
frequency. Therefore, when downloading the
newest version of an app, users must pay
attention to the most recent date the app was
updated.
Nowadays, the majority of bird learning
materials is based on 2D catalogs. The literature
review in this research shows that applying the
contents of 2D catalogs to interactive picture
books in the form of AR can effectively improve
the effectiveness of learning information.
However, this method focuses on the
presentation of AR images and the interaction
between users, smartphones, and books, which
cannot solve the problem of slow publishing and
updating of the publications. Therefore, to
transmit information efficiently, the website or
app with the appropriate amount of information
and the presentation should be taken to increase
the efficiency of users' absorption of information
through interaction. On the other hand,
infographics with online publishing can help
readers query and absorb information quickly
when displaying specific information about birds.
Table 4 comprehensively compares 2D catalogs,
infographics, and smart phone apps.

Table 4: Comprehensive comparison of 2D
catalogs, infographics, and smart phone apps
(organized by the current researchers)
2D catalogs

Infographics

Smart phone
apps

Information
quantity
Information
type
Information
complexity

Large

Small

Moderate

Diverse

Single/diverse

Diverse

High

Low

Moderate

Usability

Low

Varied

High

Low

High

Moderate

Slow

Moderate

Fast

Visualization
level
Update
speed

6.

Conclusion

This study focused on bird species in Taiwan and
collected ecological information from three types
of design forms: 2D catalogs, infographics, and
smart phone apps. Content analysis was
performed to examine their information content,
information compilation methods, and visual
design styles. From the study results, the
following conclusions were drawn:
1. 2D catalogs present the greatest amount of
information with highest information
complexity, followed by smart phone app and
infographics. Although infographics carry the
most diverse types of information and its
presentation, the information is limited by the
size of the paper or screen. As a result,
infographics present a small amount of
information with precise subjects.
2. Infographics reach the highest level of
visualization, followed by smart phone apps
and 2D catalogs. Based on the extent of
stylization
of
graphics,
ecological
information content visualization has three
main levels: (a) Pictorial illustration: this
level comprehensively displays the visual
elements, including the morphological
characteristics, standing posture, and flying
posture of birds. By choosing to omit or
highlight certain image details, pictorial
illustration accentuates the key features for
recognition. (b) Graphic rendering: this level
of design retains the detailed contours of birds,
but simplifies the color palette and textures
into blocks. This level highlights the visual
characteristics of birds, such as their overall
shape, tone, and body proportion. (c) graphic
symbology: this level simplifies the shapes
and contours of birds to flatten graphics and
divide them into blocks, and is thus suitable
for describing the main theme and retrieving
information.
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3. The visual elements and information contents
of smart phone apps are similar to 2D catalogs,
which shows less visualization and
interaction than other app categories on the
market. Designers can exploit the
interactivity and sociability of smart phone
apps to design relevant functions and
interfaces (e.g., camera function, image
recognition, and information retrieval with
keywords) to improve the ease of use of apps
in retrieving information and record keeping
of birds.
The results of this study can be used to create
information frameworks for the design and
education fields and be a reference for
subsequent studies by the current researchers to
develop an ecological app for bird species in
Taiwan. Heuristic evaluation, usability testing,
and user satisfaction surveys will be used to
explore how icons can be designed to clarify app
functions and how they can be placed to meet
present abstract concepts and complex data
intuitively and ensure that information is readable
and interesting to allow users to enjoy using the
app to acquire information.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the development of mobile learning combined with augmented reality, virtual reality
and mixed reality has been widely used in undertakings such as technical maintenance and other
collaborative fields. The purpose of this research is to develop mobile learning research in aircraft
maintenance. We take the installation simulation training of maintenance of A330 Airbus brakes as an
example, through 3D animation, interactive design and instructional videos. The training system
includes three selected items: teaching, training and testing, so that students can understand the relevant
knowledge and procedures of aircraft maintenance. This research aims to explore the abilities of
assimilation and solidification of adaptive learning strategies. These are related to media presentations
such as 3D animation and interactive interface arrangements.
ness and memory points for students through the simulation and
interaction of virtual situations. This research uses an experimental method combined with
semi-structured interviews to investigate the opinions of 33 test subjects and 5 developers. The research
results show that through virtual reality animation simulation, it has a positive effect on the accuracy of
information transformation and the user's interest and memory. Therefore, we believe that the use of
mixed reality action learning development will drive another wave of innovative thinking in corporate
fields for education and training that focuses on industrial safety.
Keywords: Mobile Learning, Mixed Reality, Adaptive Learning.
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ABSTRACT
The academic information often contains billions of raw data. How to retrieve a meaningful
information from such massive amount of data effectively is a key issue for researchers. Information
visualization as a research method is often used for understanding the relation and context among data,
and effective visualization can even provide insights for resolution. Therefore, this article investigates an
academic visualization network system with information visualization process. The data sources that this
article uses is the WOCAD (Web of CAADRIA) database that is a refined relation data from CAADRIA
proceedings from 1996-2015. With the nature of CAADRIA as a special interest group in computer aided
design (CAD), this data provides a domain specific information that is different from the general
academic information that is suitable for unleashing the meaning among this field. Visual network system
conducted uses D3.js as a development tool for the visual presentation of academic information to draw
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visual maps, and establishes a MEAN Stack interactive system to control and adjust the data content of
MongoDB, and finally the visual maps produced is analyzed and results are compared. The
interrelationship of authors, works, and keywords is presented as an interactive network visualization.
From this network, the author's academic development depth and expansibility can be explored to
evaluate the author's presence in the academic circle of CAD. The activity and importance of the author,
CAD field can then be unleashed and explored.
Keywords: Data Visualization, Academic Social Networks, Data Analysis, Graph Analysis, D3.js.
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ABSTRACT
"Journey to the West" is a well-known fantasy novel and inspired many computer animations, manga,
and game products in Taiwan and Mainland China. The talented author, Wu Chengen couldn't bring his
ideal into full play because he lived in the age when the Chinese government was corrupt. The Monkey
King from his hand represents the feudal society in the late Ming and early Qing Dynasty, challenging
the evil powers of the gods or ordinary civilians. This research focuses on the Monkey King from the
book "Journey to the West ." The literature compares the evolution of Monkey King's design in the
modern animation market and analyzes the lack of elements in different periods. To sort out why Monkey
King's modeling theme has stagnated in the domestic market, it creates the modeling conditions that
Monkey King must have as a superhero. The Monkey King shape created by this research is equivalent
to the "Baolian Lantern" version in 1999. The appearance has become more friendly and accessible with
the completion of the scriptures. Faced with the ever-changing global market, this created the superhero
Monkey King looks forward to providing a design model to reference the same theme in the future. When
the superhero Monkey King uses the commercial creation of the theme of "Journey to the West" in the
future, it combines with the "Journey to the West" related movies, animations, games or incorporating
into modern stage plays; it is close to the hearts of the busy but empty-hearted audiences of this century.

Keywords: Character Modeling, Cultural Image, Innovation, Superhero, Monkey King
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